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Hi,

Thank you for taking an interest in live scribing with Nifty Fox for your 
event!

The following gives you an overview of what live scribing is, what to 
expect, prices, and what happens pre and post event.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to get in touch. If we 
are the right fit, I look forward to working together!

Best wishes,

Laura
NIFTY FOX CREATIVE



think visually to think differently
using the power of pictures to tell stories, explain processes and win hearts



Nice to meet you!
Hi, I’m Laura & I’m a visual storyteller.

I help organisations use the power of pictures to 
tell stories, captivate audiences and get things 
done.

With a decade’s social research experience, I’m an 
expert ‘people understander’; I’ll work with you to 
understand your business and your clients, to tell 
your story so audiences will listen.



What is live scribing?
Record great ideas & make new connections to solve problems by 
capturing events through pictures.

Live scribing is real time illustration of the key 
themes discussed at a meeting, conference, event 
or workshop. 

‘Scribes’ work manually using pens and boards, or 
digitally using an iPad and projector screen. 

Audiences can see illustrations progress  
throughout the event, helping viewers to understand 
ideas and engage with content.



Why use live scribing?
1. Visually recording information improves 

information retention by up to 6 times, when 
compared to written text

2. Seeing an idea communicated in a visual way 
encourages new connections between concepts 
and innovative problem solving

3. The results of live scribing are effective 
summaries that can be shared after the event 
with attendees, and used in reports, on social 
media and on websites

4. Live scribing encourages audience participation 
and greater engagement in the subject matter 
being discussed



Process

DISCOVERY PREP ON THE DAY POST 
EVENT

We will schedule a meeting or 
call to go through your event, 
your delegates, key themes 
that you want to capture and 
visual styles that you would 

like to use

You’ll send the event outline, 
any presentations and brand 

colours to Nifty Fox, to 
prepare a visual language and 

brand style that will be used 
on the day

Nifty Fox will arrive about an 
hour before the event to set 

up equipment. We’ll be 
scribing throughout the day, 

and share what we have 
captured before the breaks or 

in a wrap up session at the 
end of the event

Nifty Fox will provide 
illustrations in Digital format 

(PDF, JPEG, PNG & EPS) for 
you to use across social 

media, print materials and 
web. This is usually provided 

the day after.



Happy clients



investment



Live Scribing Options
1.0

2 HOUR MEETING

- Digital (iPad) or analog (pens and boards) live scribing of your meeting
- Includes up to an hour of calls/meetings to discuss event, and set up time
- PDF, JPEG and PNG files for client to use post event

FROM £350

2.0

HALF DAY EVENT (Up to 4 hours)

- Digital (iPad) or analog (pens and boards) live scribing of your half day event
- Includes up to an hour of calls/meetings to discuss event, and set up time
- PDF, JPEG and PNG files for client to use post event

FROM £500

3.0

FULL DAY EVENT (Up to 7 hours)

- Digital (iPad) or analog (pens and boards) live scribing of your full day event
- Includes up to an hour of calls/meetings to discuss event, and set up time
- PDF, JPEG and PNG files for client to use post event

FROM £750

4.0

MULTIPLE DAY CONFERENCE

- Digital (iPad) or analog (pens and boards) live scribing of your multiple day conference
- Includes up to two hours of calls/meetings to discuss event, and set up time
- PDF, JPEG and PNG files for client to use post event

FROM £1500

ALL QUOTES DO NOT INCLUDE TRAVEL EXPENSES & ACCOMMODATION COSTS



previous work



Work Example

Live scribing images from 
SIMM Research 
workshop for University of 
Sheffield & SOAR charity



Work Example
Live scribing images from 
#becancersafe workshop 
for University of Sheffield 
and Cancer Alliance 
South Yorkshire



Work Example

Live Scribing for Sheffield 
Hallam University Staff 
Away Day



Work Example

Live Scribing for Ministry 
of Justice on chalkboards 
for their Agile Workshop



live scribing checklist



Pre Event
 Scheduled meeting to discuss event?
 Agreed a budget?
 Decided on whether to use digital or analog capture?
 Decided on how illustrations will be used post event?
 Outlined key themes and brand colours/logos?
 Confirmed agenda for the day?
 Sent over any agendas, workshop outlines and/or 

presentations for the day to NFC?
 Confirmed equipment needed (digital or analog)?
 Let venue know that a live scribe will be present?
 Let audience know a live scribe will be present?
 Confirmed any logistics (travel, electricity supply, 

space for live scribe to work)?
 Raised PO for work?



On the day
 Cleared space for live scribe to work?
 Confirmed what aspects of the day the live scribe will 

capture?
 Confirmed break times?
 Scheduled in 10 mins after key sessions or at the end 

of the day for live scribe to present back to audience 
with what they have found?
 Introduced live scribe to audience at beginning of 

day?



Post Event

 Specified which illustrations you would like to be 
included in final files?
 Specified what file types you need?
 Clarified any amendments that you would like to make 

to illustrations?
 Sent live scribe output to delegates?
 Shared live scribe output on web/social media/blog?
 Paid invoice?



let’s tell your story so audiences will listen.
Please contact laura@niftyfoxcreative.com if you have any further comments

mailto:laura@niftyfoxcreative.com

